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		The flagship product of our company is still slivovitz. However, we also offer other fruit spirits of the highest quality.
OUR PORTFOLIO	





		Genuine fruit spirits since 1894.
OUR STORY	





		Learn about the methods of production, history, and traditions of the RUDOLF JELÍNEK company.
I WANT A TOUR	





		The history of spirit distillation in Vizovice goes all the way back to 1585.
HISTORY	





		

Exclusive 5D experience with the scent of slivovitz in the center of Prague.

VISIT US	













The RUDOLF JELÍNEK Company
Wallachia has been a distillation powerhouse since the 16th century.
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Our company continues this more than 400-year tradition of Wallachian alcohol production. The first written evidence of a distillery is found in the urbarium of the Vizovice fief dating back to 1585.




Thanks to its climate, the Vizovice region is especially suitable for plums – that is why their production and processing have always been an important part of local farmers’ lives. The end of the 19th century saw a boom of local distilleries. Our distillers continue these traditions and their experience is deeply rooted in them.










We look back on our long history with pride and consider ourselves an inseparable part of Wallachia. Our slivovitz, pear brandy, and other fruit spirits are traditional regional products that have made Vizovice and this region famous far beyond the borders of this country.







MORE ABOUT OUR COMPANY





0
Years of tradition in the manufacture of fruit brandy



0
The founding of the RUDOLF JELÍNEK company



0
The beginning of exports to the US



0
The establishment of our own fruit orchards













News from our company
Stay informed. There is always news from our company.
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Apricot harvest

And it’s after the harvest. Of apricots, of course. With plums we have just started. We are going to tell you about this year’s harvest.



MORE
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Novelties in the liqueurs!

It is with great pleasure that we can introduce you two fresh novelties in the liqueur line called elixirs, namely the Elixir from Rosehips and the Elixir from Honey and Slivovitz.



MORE
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Slivovitz Museum – new trailer

Experience with the scent of plum brandy. The new trailer of the Slivovitz Museum will surely convince you that you simply cannot miss to visit us. Exclusive 5D experience in the center of Prague. We look forward to you!



MORE














MORE NEWS









VISIT US
Are you interested in how excellent fruit spirits are made? Come to our Visitor Centre, specialised outlets, and museum. We also offer the distillation of home-grown ingredients.





SPIRITS PRODUCTION
The secret to producing high-quality spirits with exceptional flavours is continuing long-time traditions that combine the experience of local distillers with modern technologies.





FRUIT ORCHARDS
We began planting new plum tree orchards in Vizovice in 2003. Currently we manage 188 hectares of plum, apricot, and cherry orchards in the Czech Republic.







We feel that popularising fruit spirits around the world is our duty.
We continue the successful business venture started by Rudolf Jelínek in the 1930s, when he first succeeded in exporting kosher spirits to the United States (1934). We are proud of our ability to continue and add to these export successes.
MORE ABOUT EXPORT












Our production represents the continuation of long-time traditions.
The flagship product of our company is slivovitz, which we produce in several different variants (clear, gold, kosher, and single-variety unblended). Furthermore, we produce other high-quality fruit spirits such as Williams pear brandy, apricot brandy, cherry brandy, and apple brandy.
VISIT E-SHOP
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RUDOLF JELÍNEK a.s.


Razov 472, 763 12 Vizovice
Česká republika



Tel: +420 577 686 120

E-mail: rjelinek@rjelinek.cz
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